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Fiona Kelly’s work has a strong environmental interest and is 
particularly focused on ideas of urban sprawl, regeneration and 
the impact of such developments on the Irish landscape and 
its traditions. As an artist whose practice developed during the 
economic boom of the Celtic Tiger and subsequent recession, 
her work has often explored how folklore and relics of Irish 
history were becoming overlooked and undermined due to 
rapid change. In numerous works, she depicts this collision 
of nature and society through images of debris and rubble, 
of cities encroaching on the wilderness, and buildings under 
construction. These sites also suggest the numerous ‘ghost 
estates’ and unfinished buildings that were left behind when  
the Irish economy collapsed in 2008. Born in Westmeath 
in 1985, Kelly would have had first-hand experience of the 
changing conditions of the Irish landscape as the economy 
expanded and collapsed, and this sensibility is evident in the 
ephemeral nature of her artwork.

One way in which Fiona Kelly addresses these issues is through 
her use of materials. In her 2016 work Dust Breeding, she uses 
screen print techniques to portray a pile of discarded cement 
blocks, broken branches and leftover rubbish. However, the 
image is printed in tar on a large plywood structure that 
resembles a billboard or advertising hoarding. Similarly, she often 
recycles materials into new work, collecting and casting concrete 
dust into geometric sculptures or creating framed displays of 
crushed windscreen glass or drawing with dust directly on the 
walls of an art gallery. This aspect of her practice allows Kelly 
to move between different media, from print to sculpture, 
photography to film. 

Currently based in Cork, Kelly has exhibited widely in Irish and 
international galleries including Mermaid Arts Centre, Bray; 
Crawford Art Gallery, Cork; Ratama Gallery, Finland; Tussock 
Gallery, Australia; and the Glucksman, Cork. 

About  
the Artist.
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“  My practice from 2011/2012 
was very much centred 
around Urban Sprawl and 
Man’s gentle disregard for the 
Natural. I chose to make this 
piece as it was rooted in Irish 
tradition, when it appeared 
that folklore and relics of the 
lands history were becoming 
overlooked, due to rapid 
change and a metamorphosis 
of the landscape due to the 
Celtic tiger.” 

Fiona Kelly
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“ In this work, I played with negative space, 
by removing everyday objects from there 
original surrounds the viewer is subtly 
forced to just observe the commonplace  
or overlooked objects.”

Fiona Kelly

glucksman.orgThird Level
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Artist film.
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Photographs taken at the Glucksman art museum, UCC during the exhibition

I Went to the Woods: The artist as wanderer, 2016  
 
http://www.glucksman.org/exhibitions/i-went-to-the-woods-the-artist-as-wanderer

Pictures  
of artwork.
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Fiona Kelly
Portable Fairy Tree

Lino Cut on BFK Rives Paper, 2012.
60cm x 55cm

Artwork
info.
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About  
the artwork.

Portable Fairy Tree, Lino Cut on BFK Rives Paper,  
2012, 60cm x 55cm 

Fiona Kelly’s Portable Fairy Tree is an artwork from 2012 which 
depicts a large hawthorn tree sitting atop a wooden cart. The work 
is a reaction to a Fairy Thorn Tree  or “sceach”, located in Latoon, 
County Clare, which caused great controversy in 1999. The tree 
was situated on the site of a new by-pass that was approved to be 
built between Newmarket-on-Fergus and Ennis. Eddie Lenihen, a 
great Irish folklorist and story-teller, began to strongly protest the 
destruction of the tree, describing it as a National Heritage Site. 
After much debate, the road was re-routed, leaving this tiny tree 
isolated by a fenced island, surrounded by asphalt. 

Like much of Kelly’s work, Portable Fairy Tree speaks of the rapid 
change that has happened in Ireland since the late 1990s, in 
which the environment has become endangered through major 
infrastructure developments. The artist states: “Portable Fairy Tree 
came from an event which had international reach within a very 
local community, Latoon in Co. Clare. I researched into different 
imagery of hawthorn trees and by means of drawing and collage, 
of cutting and pasting imagery together, I composed the image.”

The work is made using lino-cut, a form of printmaking in which 
the negative of the image is cut out of a section of linoleum. 
The linoleum is then covered in ink (using a type of rolling pin 
called a brayer) and then printed onto paper, enabling the artist 
to make multiple copies. At the time the image was made, Kelly 
didn’t have access to a printing press so she printed the image 
by hand, using a wooden spoon to rub the image into the paper. 

Portable Fairy Tree is also part of a series of 4 different prints that 
Kelly produced in 2012 entitled Follies. These works were shown 
in the Glucksman exhibitions I Went to the Woods: The artist 
as wanderer (2016) and Double Take: Collections and Context 
(2018) and were acquired as part of the University College Cork 
Art Collection in 2017.  

Third Level
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Overview 

Fiona Kelly is an Irish artist whose practice primarily investigates 
demolition and ecology. She often takes inspiration from local 
stories or myths that create links to the land. Fiona Kelly begins 
the creative process by venturing out on walks, armed with her 
camera and sketchbook, finding beauty and motivation in the 
forgotten or unseen. Drawing inspiration from Kelly’s approach, 
the participants will be invited to look closely at their local 
environment, thinking about the history of the area, the ways 
in which the land is used and methods we can adopt to ensure 
it is protected. The project moves through three stages of 1. 
Connections to the land; 2. Identifying urgent local environmental 
issues; and 3. Promoting environmental responsibility. The project 
will culminating with the participants working collaboratively and 
creatively to produce a public display of their work.

Pedagogy.

Materials

PVA glue 
Coloured paper/card 
Magazines or newspaper 
Glue sticks 
Post-its 
Markers

Third Level
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1. Climate café. Discussion exercise.

This exercise presents a time for students to speak openly about 
their concerns, frustrations and ideas relating to the environment 
and climate change. Use Fiona Kelly’s Portable Fairy Tree as the 
inspiration for the discussion. 

Are there local instances of disregard for the environment and our 
natural heritage?

How can we combat these issues with planning and urban sprawl?

What do we know about biodiversity in our locale and how it  
can be affected by development of industry, housing and roads?

We’re not looking to solve any issues during this discussion but 
rather to create a space where we can vocalize our thoughts. 

2. Memories of nature. Writing exercise

This writing exercise invites students to reflect on their own 
personal connection with the environment. Drawing on childhood 
memories, students should tell of personal interactions with nature 
and their local environment. This short text can be shared with 
peers or can be kept as a personal document. 

3. A creative environment. Collage exercise

You don’t have to be an artist to complete this exercise! Collage  
is the process of cutting and sticking and requires the most basic 
of materials. 

Using old magazines and newspapers, students should cut out 
words and images that relate to an environmental theme or issue 
that they feel strongly about. 

The words and images can be spread across a white A4 page. 
Think about the arrangement and how different images, colours  
or words can represent your theme. 

Once you are content with the placement of your content you can 
glue everything down to create your collage. 

THREE CLASSROOM EXERCISES 

Worksheet.

Third Level
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Project.
Stage 1

Connections to the land 
Understanding our relationship to the environment 

Discussion and research 

Irish people have had a complex and deep-rooted relationship  
with the land stretching back through the ages. Divided into 
research teams, students should discuss and then research the 
history of Irish people’s relationship with the land with a focus on – 

Historical – Can we identify significant periods in Irish history that 
could lead us to a better understanding. How has the relationship 
shifted over time?

Local – What are the natural landmarks in the local area and what 
is the history of people’s interaction with these places. 

Culture - Think about significant works of Irish literature, film, 
theatre or art that are influenced or shaped by the landscape  
or environment. An example of this could be ‘The Field’ by  
John B. Keane.

Students should share their findings through an oral presentation 
with the wider group. Debate and questions should be 
encouraged.

Writing 

Fiona Kelly’s artwork Portable Fairy Tree uses the story of Eddie 
Linehan and the hawthorn tree as the inspiration. Identify 
folklore related to an area of land or natural feature in the local 
environment. Students can draw on knowledge of their home 
town or current location. They should write a short text designed 
for sharing with the wider group. Discuss how the use of history 
or folklore can be a powerful means to motivate people towards 
positive environmental action.

THREE STAGES

Third Level
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Project.
Stage 2

Identifying urgent local environmental issues 
How to help our local environment  

Discussion and research

What do we understand are the urgent challenges facing our local 
environment? Students in their research teams should discuss this 
question. Think about current or recent campaigns in the area.  
The goal is that each team will identify a campaign for their project. 

Creative campaigns

When locals take pride in their community and local environment 
they can achieve great things. During this phase of the project 
students should look at examples of ways that urban and rural 
have been rejuvenated or protected - 

The Heidelberg Project in Detroit

Common Ground Garden in California 

Grow Wild in the UK 

Mad about Cork in Cork City

Trees for Cities in the UK

We Don’t Have Time in Sweden

I Want to Be in the US

Using the examples as inspiration students should begin  
to formulate ideas about ways they could engage people  
in discussion and/or action around their campaign. 

THREE STAGES

Third Level
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Project.
THREE STAGES Stage 3

Promoting environmental responsibility  
Environmental awareness campaign  

We want our campaigns to spread the message of individual 
responsibility and to motivate people towards positive action.  
Think initially about fellow students and what would have an impact 
on their thoughts or actions. We want our campaign to convey a 
message to a large number of people and it should utilize cultural  
or historical content in the same manner as Portable Fairy Tree.

Design

The campaign will have a public outcome that can be as simple as 
a written message or as complex as the unfolding of a nationwide 
movement. 

Fiona Kelly’s Portable Fairy Tree looks at the power of folklore to 
influence decision making. When designing their project students 
should think about history, culture and folklore as a means of 
engaging the public and shifting thoughts or motivating people  
to action.

Promotion

How can you spread the message about your campaign?  
Are there innovative methods of reaching people? Who are your 
prime audience? Think about digital promotion, advertising, 
events, guerilla marketing etc. 

The promotion should reflect the ethos of your campaign.

Public Outcome

What is the public outcome of your campaign? Where does it take 
place and who does it engage with? The location will determine 
your audience but so too will day of week, time of day and year.  
Is the public outcome the unveiling of an artwork, the screening  
of a film or launch of new research. Perhaps it takes the form of  
a protest or musical concert?

Participation

How do people participate in and demonstrate their commitment 
to your campaign? How do you plan to measure this participation 
and ultimately the success of the campaign?

Students should share their campaigns in a group presentation.

Third Level
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Discover 
more.

PORTABLE FAIRY TREE

Eddie Lenihan 
https://eddielenihan.weebly.com/

Hawthorn Tree 
https://treecouncil.ie/project/hawthorn/ 

REGIONS OF THE WORLD 

UNESCO 
https://en.unesco.org/

Natural Geographic 
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/

ARTISTS 

Fiona Kelly 
https://fionakelly.co/

herman de vries 
https://www.hermandevries.org/ 

Ruth Le Gear 
https://www.ruthlegear.com/

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Sustainable Development 
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/biodiversity/ 

Green Schools programme 
https://greenschoolsireland.org/

PROJECTS 

Classroom Museum in North Cork 
http://www.glucksman.org/projects/the-classroom-museum
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The Glucksman 

University College Cork 
Ireland T12 V1WH

info@glucksman.org

+ 353 21 4901844


